Visual Grounding of Spatial Relationships for Failure Detection
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Abstract—For reliable interaction with everyday objects, personal robots should be capable of visually detecting failures. Understanding spatial relationships between objects (e.g., a screw in a hole) can be useful in determining whether a task was successfully completed or not (e.g., a furniture assembly task). In this work, we show how images, along with natural language descriptions of the spatial relationships between pairs of objects present in those images, can be used in a deep learning framework to ground spatial relationships in the visual space. Thus, failure detection can be performed with natural language, without the extra step of collecting task-specific visual examples of success and failure, allowing robots to verify any spatial concept immediately, just from a description. We use an attention-based deep neural network to ground object names and spatial relationships in natural images, with images and descriptions from the Visual Genome dataset. The network is trained to discriminate correct spatial descriptions pertaining to an image from incorrect ones. We evaluate the performance of our model on a held out test set and obtain an accuracy of 92%.

I. INTRODUCTION

The deployment of personal robots at a large scale will require them to exhibit behaviors that are not only reliable in expectation, but also verifiable: safety-critical tasks must be completed with a high degree of assurance; robots that work with populations that rely on them, such as the disabled or elderly, must be dependable; manufacturing robots that chain together many behaviors, such as in an assembly task, must check their work at each step, or else face multiplicative error rates as the number of steps increase.

A classical approach to detecting task failures perceptually is to gather training data for success and failure conditions and then train a classifier to predict task outcomes in a similar environment at test time. In this work, we attempt to bypass the collection of training images for success and failure detection. Instead, we use natural language descriptions specifying what success and failure should look like in images captured by the robot. This can be especially useful for tasks where training images cannot be collected ahead of time. The natural language descriptions state how any two objects should be spatially located with respect to each other to satisfy a certain subtask completion condition, such as ‘screw inside the hole’ for a furniture assembly task. Examples of successful task descriptions and corresponding images can be seen in Fig. 1. We can similarly describe conditions which would constitute unsuccessful subtask conditions, such as ‘screw outside the hole’. We use such opposing descriptions to learn a model which can distinguish between different prepositions in the visual space. To make a system capable of identifying whether the content of an image matches the spatial relation description for a success condition, we train an attention-based deep neural network using the Visual Genome dataset.

![Fig. 1. Natural language descriptions annotated for a pair of objects (marked by bounding boxes) in images of the Visual Genome dataset.](image)

Previous approaches have built models of spatial relations by hand-coding their meanings rather than learning these meanings from data. Hand-coding doesn’t always work because spatial relationships can appear visually different based on the objects involved. Golland et al. learn a model for spatial relations but assumed perfect visual information consisting of a virtual 3D environment with perfect object segmentation. Also they only refer to objects via object IDs as opposed to the natural language noun reference (‘the spoon’), which works for specific references within a small vocabulary. Guadarrama et al. build models of 3D spatial relations learned from crowd-sourcing for robot manipulation responses to human commands. However, their model is trained and tested on clean, uncluttered environments with hand-designed features. They independently ground nouns and 11 common prepositions (referring to spatial relations) in the visual space. In our work, we jointly learn the groundings for objects and spatial relations from a large corpus of 2D images. We work with images in cluttered backgrounds and with occlusions. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to learn about spatial relations in this manner for failure detection.
II. APPROACH AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We train an attention-based deep neural network on a large corpus of natural image data, specifically the Visual Genome Dataset [8]. Attention networks have been used for multi-modal tasks like image captioning [12, 11, 14, 6] and visual question answering (VQA) [3, 2, 13]. Caption generating networks ‘attend’ to different regions of an image when generating different words of the caption sequentially through a decoder. For VQA, attention networks use the encoded question to ‘attend’ to different regions of the image to determine the answer.

Inspired by work on attention-based networks in VQA, we use a deep neural network which encodes the natural language description and uses the encoded sentence to learn a soft attention map for the corresponding image. The network eventually performs a two-way classification to determine whether the image content matches the description provided. The architecture is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2. Based on whether the image content matches a success description, the robot can declare success or failure accordingly.

We use the Visual Genome dataset [8] to get annotations for spatial relationships between pairs of objects present in corresponding images. For our experimental results, we use a training set consisting of 66,000 image-description pairs and a held out test set of 3,200 image-description pairs. We use a set of 26 common spatial relations from the dataset and generate corresponding negative descriptions with appropriate antonyms. Antonyms for each spatial relationship are chosen manually, as they are not provided with the dataset. The network is trained to identify the descriptions from the original dataset to be in the true class (description matching image content) and the antonym based description to be in the negative class (description not matching the image content). We use the Adam Optimizer with a learning rate of $10^{-4}$ and a vocabulary size of 4300 words. The network achieves an accuracy of 92% across all prepositions on the held out test set. The accuracy for each preposition is shown in Fig. 3.

III. DISCUSSION

We use an attention based deep learning method to identify appropriateness of a natural language description specifying how two objects spatially relate to one another in the visual space. We show preliminary results for grounding preposition-based spatial relationships between two objects. We will extend this to identifying failures for tasks with natural language descriptions specifying both success and failure conditions. We are working on testing our approach on a new dataset collected by a robot in a home-like environment, to see how well our model generalizes to novel tasks and descriptions. We also plan to work on viewpoint selection for improved discrimination between spatial relations.
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